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INTELCAN ILS PASSES FLIGHT CHECK IN GUYANA
Intelcan’s SKYNAV ILS has successfully passed the Flight Check at Cheddi Jagan International Airport in Timehri,
Guyana. The Flight Check was performed by ASECNA. Located at Runway 06, SKYNAV ILS provides Cat I and II
precision approach capabilities.
Intelcan President and CEO, Georges Ata states “about a year ago a plane slid off the tarmac due to a runway
overrun. Runway safety is a major concern and high priority for the Guyana Government. The SKYNAV ILS
deployed at Cheddi Jagan International Airport will help alleviate safety concerns and ensure that the incident
the airport had experienced in the past will not happen again. We would like to thank the CAA for their trust
and confidence in our SKYNAV ILS equipment.”
Intelcan’s SKYNAV N8000 ILS system can be configured for Cat I, II or III requirements and has flexibility for
various applications. The SKYNAV ILS product was developed based on years of experience in various climates
across five continents. The SKYNAV product family provides the end-user with advanced features that give
Civil Aviation Authorities the capability to offer the best navigation services at the most affordable cost over
the life-cycle of the product.
As part of the contract for the upgrade of CNS/ATM systems in Guyana, Intelcan has successfully deployed its
SKYCONTROL ATM and SKYCOM AHMS.

ABOUT INTELCAN
Intelcan Technosystems Inc. is a Canadian CNS/ATM and Airport Infrastructure solution provider. Integrating
Intelcan’s own products or utilizing those from a diverse supplier network, Intelcan has delivered complete
and cost-effective solutions to fulfil client requirements in over 60 countries.
Intelcan delivers airport infrastructure solutions which range from the construction of air traffic control towers
to complete airport implementation.
Headquartered in Ottawa Canada since its establishment in 1973 Intelcan has expanded into South Africa,
France, Spain, Korea, Cyprus, Bulgaria, Cuba and a research and development facility in Montreal, Canada.
All Intelcan’s solutions meet and exceed Eurocontrol and ICAO regulations and are developed under ISO
9001:2008 quality management procedures.
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